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INTRODUCTION
Over the past ten years, a new Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) retrofit technology 
has established itself as a means to address the wasteful energy practices of rooftop units (RTUs) 
which condition over 60% (39 billion square feet) of our nation’s commercial floor space1. RTUs are the 
workhorse of small to medium commercial buildings because they are inexpensive, require minimal 
engineering design and are easy to install.

Unfortunately, over their lifetime, RTUs are typically neglected. Now couple this with the fact that RTUs 
have a large number of moving parts (e.g., belt driven fans, compressors, actuating dampers, etc.) and 
because these are components purchased with the least cost in mind, maintenance and energy costs 
can quickly derail the originally intended low-cost solution. Understandably, energy consumption and 
longevity are not driving the design decisions of RTU manufacturers because over 90% of RTUs sold each 
year are the code minimum systems for energy efficiency. The result is energy guzzling systems that 
negatively impact a company’s bottom line. 

Yet replacing RTUs before their end-of-life is not cost-effective. Purchasing a new, higher efficiency unit 
plus the installation costs does not make financial sense until the RTU has achieved its expected fifteen 
to twenty years of service. Facility managers find themselves in a catch-22. They want to improve their 
company’s bottom line by reducing unnecessary HVAC energy spend and the frequency of maintenance 
service calls during the RTU’s last 5 to 10 years of service.

“ADVANCED ROOFTOP UNIT 
(RTU) CONTROLLERS (ARC) 
ARE A RETROFIT TECHNOLOGY 
THAT CAN COST-EFFECTIVELY 
IMPROVE RTU ENERGY 
PERFORMANCE AND 
OPERATIONAL OVERSIGHT“

1  EIA. 2003. Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey. Energy Information Administration, U.S. Department of Energy. www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/cbecs/con-
tents.html. 
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Fortunately, there is a solution. Advanced RTU controllers (ARC) are a retrofit technology that can cost-
effectively improve RTU energy performance and operational oversight. Not all ARCs are equal. The most 
advanced products can reduce HVAC energy usage in up to four ways.

1. Sixty percent or more of the savings is typically from installing a variable frequency drive (VFD) 
to the supply fan motor - converting the existing RTU’s constant speed fan to multi-speed. Surprisingly, 
“because the supply fan runs continuously during occupied periods, the fan energy consumption can be 
greater than the compressor energy consumption in many locations in the U.S.” (Katipamula 2014). ARCs 
adjust the fan speed to provide only the necessary amount of air based on the RTU’s operation. For 
example, during ventilation mode (no heating or cooling operation), the supply fan can be reduced to 
40% speed. During first stage cooling, the fan speed can jump to 75%. During second stage cooling and 
both stages of heating, the fan speed can be set at 90%. 

2. The second feature is implementing demand control ventilation (DCV). ARCs may add a carbon 
dioxide sensor into the return air duct to determine the ventilation needs of the occupied space. In 
accordance with the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) 
standard 62.1 which governs building ventilation, ARCs can maintain a ventilation rate well below 
design conditions which are when the maximum number of occupants are in a building. As we all know, 
buildings are rarely at their design occupancy, therefore RTUs should not have to ventilate at that rate 
during all occupied hours. Based on the carbon dioxide concentration, some ARCs will automatically 
increase the ventilation rate when necessary, hence ‘demand control’. With DCV, ARCs meet building 
codes, maintain proper indoor air quality (IAQ) and avoid heating and cooling ventilation air that is 
unnecessary.

3. Advanced economization is the third feature. ARCs 
can significantly improve upon the as-found economizer 
function at a site. They may implement differential dry-bulb 
economizing logic, pulling in outdoor air instead of return 
air when the outside air is at a lower dry-bulb temperature. 
Additionally, by monitoring the outdoor air humidity 
levels, some ARCs will not economize when the ambient 
dew-point exceeds some pre-determined threshold. For 
offices and dry-goods retail, this is typically 65°F. For spaces 
with refrigerated goods like grocery stores which need 
to maintain a lower dew-point, that threshold is typically 
55°F. Known as ‘ambient dew-point lock-out’, this avoids 
introducing unnecessary moisture into the space that causes 
discomfort and/or increases refrigeration energy use. 

4. Finally, at least one ARC product enables predictive 
economization. By knowing when the space has a ‘cooling 
disposition’ such that it will need cooling later in the day but 
has not currently reached its thermostat set-point, the ARC 
will start economizing early. Predictive economizing typically 
occurs in the mornings when it's still cool outside but the 
space is starting to warm up. This feature delays the time 
when energy intensive compressors are needed to provide 
cooling.

ARCs can typically operate in a standalone configuration, autonomously providing energy savings. Yet 
to sustain proper operation long-term and realize their full energy savings potential, ARCs are best 
deployed with web connectivity or thru a building automation system (BAS). Connectivity enables facility 
managers and service providers to have remote control and oversight across RTU assets. One of the 
main ways is through automated FDD such as knowing immediately when a supply fan belt begins 
slipping, compressor or heating system failures occur, or outdoor air dampers are not economizing 

ARCs CAN REDUCE 
HVAC ENERGY USAGE 
IN FOUR WAYS:                
•	 VARIABLE 

FREQUENCY DRIVE 

•	 DEMAND 
CONTROL 
VENTILATION 

•	 ADVANCED 
ECONOMIZATION

•	 PREDICTIVE 
ECONOMIZATION 
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Figure 1. HVAC Energy Cost Savings from ARCs Across 16 Climates (Katipamula 2014)

properly. Greater oversight through connected 
ARCs empower facility managers to optimize the 
performance of their RTUs across a large building 
portfolio (Automated FDD eBook4). 

On paper, ARCs make a lot sense and look to address 
the energy and operational pain points common with 
RTUs. But how do they really perform in the field? 
Building owners, tenants and facility managers want 
to know, when the rubber hits the road, do ARCs 
achieve the benefits they are touted to provide? That’s 
what we look to highlight below. Since 2010, ARCs 
have been field demonstrated by many third-parties 
across the country, from the United States Department 
of Energy’s (DOE) national laboratories to utilities and municipalities. Beyond a comprehensive list of 
their results, we provide insight into the unique lessons learned with each demonstration. We include 
the information you want to know when considering an ARC retrofit, particularly what building types, 
climates, and RTU configurations are the most cost-effective.

As ARC retrofits began penetrating the market, the DOE funded the Pacific Northwest National 
Laboratory (PNNL) in 2011 to conduct a comprehensive modeling study (PNNL 2011). Using the DOE’s 
sophisticated EnergyPlusTM whole building energy simulation program2, PNNL evaluated ARC energy 
savings for four building types including small office, stand-alone retail, strip mall, and supermarket 
across 16 US climates. Figure 1 shows the significant HVAC energy cost savings, ranging from 28-
67%. These savings are with respect to baseline RTU operation of a constant-speed supply fan and no 
economizers. While building codes require economizers in many US climates, growing consensus among 
our industry is that economizers are often bypassed because they are broken or an HVAC technician has 
either disabled it or configured it incorrectly3. 

MODEL VALIDATION

“WE INCLUDE THE 
INFORMATION YOU 
WANT TO KNOW WHEN 
CONSIDERING AN ARC 
RETROFIT, PARTICULARLY 
WHAT BUILDING TYPES, 
CLIMATES, AND RTU 
CONFIGURATIONS ARE 
THE MOST EFFECTIVE.” 

2  https://energyplus.net/
3  http://aceee.org/files/proceedings/2014/data/papers/3-1007.pdf 
4  http://info.transformativewave.com/EBook_Automated_Fault_Detection_and_Diagnostics_by_TW 

http://info.transformativewave.com/EBook_Automated_Fault_Detection_and_Diagnostics_by_TW%20
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The ARC solutions implemented in the following demonstrations meet the ‘essential features’ and ‘highly 
desirable features’ according to the DOE’s Advanced RTU Campaign specification for ARCs5. Essential 

ARCs THAT MEET THE DOE SPECIFICATION 

To provide the best ‘apples-to-apples’ comparison between the field demonstrations, we normalize the 
energy savings with respect to the total RTU cooling capacity (tons) and each building’s annual operating 
hours. The resulting metric is kWh/ton per 1,000 hours of operation. You will see this savings metric for 
all of the demonstration projects and can use it to calculate the probable savings for your facilities.

To better understand this metric, we’ll use an example from the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) 
field demonstration. Their findings show an annual energy savings of two RTUs totaling 30-tons at a drug 
store was 30,000 kWh. The drug store is open for 97 hours a week, translating to 5,044 hours a year. We 
divide 30,000 kWh by 30-tons and again by 5.044 (5,044 divided by 1,000). The result is our normalized 
metric of 140 kWh of savings per ton per 1,000 hours of operation. This savings correlated to a 45% 
reduction in overall HVAC usage.

Beyond comparing the results of one demonstration to another, this metric is useful for quickly 
calculating the potential energy savings of an ARC retrofit applied to a similar building type in the 
same climate. For instance, a big box retailer in Washington, DC could use the PNNL demonstration 
site in Philadelphia for comparison. Both have the same climate zone of 4A, mixed-humid and the 
demonstration resulted in a savings of 159 kW per ton per 1,000 hours. If the DC store had 150 tons of 
cooling and 4,000 hours per year, the estimated energy savings would be 95,343 kWh.

NORMALIZING THE ENERGY SAVINGS 

We wanted to summarize this modeling study 
first before diving into the field demonstrations 
because whole building simulation sets the stage 
of what the energy savings expectations should 
be. Relative to field demonstrations, they provide 
the best ‘apples-to-apples’ comparison between 
a well-defined baseline and an energy savings 
technology. The results are not corrupted by 
unexpected events that inevitably occur in the 
field such as thermostat set-points incorrectly 
getting changed during the monitoring period. 
The third-party engineers that process the field 
demonstration data either have to ignore the 
corrupted data or include it but highlight these 
inconsistencies in the final assessment. Modeling 
on the other hand ensures both the baseline and 
retrofit operation are according to specification 
which captures the true energy savings potential 
of this technology. 

At the same time there is key information that modeling studies cannot provide. As a facility manager, 
you know that equipment malfunctions and human behavior impact the realized energy savings of 
your retrofit projects. Here is where third-party field demonstrations become so valuable. They fill in 
the blanks on whether a retrofit technology like ARCs do what they are supposed to do, are robust to 
withstand day-to-day operation, and achieve the energy savings from the models.

“AS A FACILITY 
MANAGER, YOU KNOW 
THAT EQUIPMENT 
MALFUNCTIONS AND 
HUMAN BEHAVIOR 
IMPACT THE REALIZED 
ENERGY SAVINGS 
OF YOUR RETROFIT 
PROJECTS.”

5  http://www.advancedrtu.org/uploads/7/4/8/7/7487823/bba_advanced_rtu_controller_spec_v0.3_2015-01-07.docx 
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We broke up the field demonstration results into two sections. This section covers demonstrations that 
have been completed with a report published. The next section covers pending demonstrations where 
the monitoring period is completed or currently running and the report has yet to be published. Table 1 
summarizes the energy savings from 9 completed third-party field demonstrations covering 19 buildings 
across eight ASHRAE climate regions. 

Excluding two % savings outliers (outside two standard deviations), the energy savings ranged from 
29-73% with a 48% median and the normalized savings ranged from 107-246 kWh/ton per 1,000 hours 
with a 156 average. The upper outlier, the retail facility in the Platte River Power Authority (PRPA) 
demonstration realized a significant 88% savings which was validated and corresponds to a 160 kWh/ton 
per 1,000 hours, within model expectations. This site experienced uncharacteristically low compressor 
usage such that the ARC savings was simply a larger percent of the total HVAC energy usage.

Table 1. Completed Field Demonstration Energy Savings (Sorted by Climate)

features include multi-speed fan control and modulating outdoor air dampers in conjunction with the 
fan speed. Here is an important distinction because some RTU controllers on the market modulate the 
fan speed but do not synchronously modulate the damper. This violates proper ventilation according 
to ASHRAE Standard 62.1 because a 40% fan speed must open the damper further to ensure sufficient 
ventilation. The highly desirable features from the DOE specification include DCV, integrated-differential 
economizer control with dew-point lockout, web-based monitoring and control, automated FDD, and 
demand response or demand management. More on this specification and other DOE guidance for 
evaluating ARC retrofits and high efficiency RTU replacement options can be found at the Advanced RTU 
Campaign website (http://www.advancedrtu.org/). 

COMPLETED FIELD DEMONSTRATIONS 

The low savings outlier was the NREL demonstration because the building operator, the Naval Facilities 
Engineering Command (NAVFAC), did not want DCV to be used on this building. Additionally, the 
consistent high humidity in Hawaii prevents any economizer benefits. Therefore, the 15% energy savings 
was a factor of fan-only energy savings and a climate that demands significantly larger compressor 
energy for every month of the year. Most US climates need cooling for only five to 7 months of the year. 
To give some more insight regarding each demonstration, we provide a quick summary below. 
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Center for energy and environment (CEE)
In 2012, Minnesota’s Division of Energy Resources hired the CEE and PECI to conduct a field 
demonstration assessing the energy impact of three different RTU retrofit technologies (CEE 2014). Only 
one of those three solutions met the ARC specification according to the DOE’s Advanced RTU Campaign. 
This ARC solution was installed on three 10-ton and three 12.5-ton RTUs serving a building comprised of 
manufacturing and office spaces near St Paul, Minnesota.

Bonneville Power administration (BPa)
ARCs were installed on two 15-ton RTUs serving a stand-alone drug store near Tacoma, WA (BPA 2014). 
While the annual HVAC energy savings was measured to be 140 kWh/ton per 1,000 hours of operation 
(45% reduction), the original calculations anticipated the savings to be 15% larger. The savings shortfall 
was twofold. First, the fan motor horsepower (hp) for these two units were lower than what is typical - a 
15-ton RTU usually has a 5 hp motor while these had 3 hp motors. The larger the fan loading (power 
draw) relative to the space served, the larger the energy savings. Remember that the fan savings, which 
provides at least 60% of the overall ARC savings, is driven by ramping the fan speed down during part 
load or ventilation operation.

Second, the outside air temperature at which the drug store switched over from needing heat to when 
it needed cooling – also called the balance point – was different than expected. ARC retrofits will provide 
increased energy savings when the building needs cooling below a 70°F outside air temperature to 
increase savings from the advanced economizer features.

Pacific northwest national laBoratory (Pnnl)
From 2011 to 2013, the largest field demonstration was conducted by PNNL with funding from the 
DOE (PNNL 2013). ARC retrofits were installed on 66 RTUs (17 heat pumps, 49 gas packs) across four 
ASHRAE climate zones in eight buildings involving retail, grocery, office and healthcare. For a year, each 
RTU alternated its control daily between a well-defined baseline and ARC operation. Baseline operation 
was a constant speed fan that ran continuously during each building’s open hours to meet ventilation 
requirements and a fixed dry-bulb economizer logic. During the ARC installation, if the economizer was 
broken or bypassed, it was fixed.

On a building by building basis, the median savings was 50% which translated to a normalized metric of 
161 kWh/ton per 1,000 hours of operation. PNNL found that the majority of the energy savings was from 
multi-speed fan control, then DCV and finally advanced economization. The attributes that significantly 
impacted the energy savings were the average size of the RTU (larger tonnages yielded greater savings) 
and the annual operating hours (longer hours increased savings). 

sacramento municiPal utility district (smud)
At an electronics manufacturing facility near Sacramento, ARCs were installed on four 20-ton RTUs 
serving a common open space operating 24/7 (SMUD 2014). The measured energy savings were 138 
kWh/ton per 1,000 hours of operation, a 39% reduction in overall HVAC energy usage. 

This demonstration also found that the ARC reduced the peak power across the four units by 15 kW 
(24%). For buildings that incur peak demand charges or time-of-use charges, ARCs reduce utility spend 
not just through energy savings.
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From 2013 to 2014, NREL was funded by the Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) to 
demonstrate eleven ARCs on three buildings at Joint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam (NREL 2014). The largest 
building, a 70,000 square-foot big box, dry-goods retail facility with nine RTUs ranging from 10-ton to 30-
ton RTUs realized a 15% HVAC energy savings, yielding 94 kWh/ton per 1,000 hours. 

On this building NREL demonstrated the ARC’s 
demand response (DR) capability. Two hours 
prior to a simulated DR event, the ARC would 
‘pre-charge’ the building 2°F below its normal 
set-point. Then from 3 to 5 pm, the ARC would 
coordinate the RTUs to minimize coincident 
compressor operation while maintaining the 
space at 2°F above the normal set-point. Figure 
2, which shows the average daily power profile 
for July and September, reveals dramatic 17-27% 
demand reductions. These correlate to sheds 
of 0.3 to 0.6 watts per square foot – essentially 
turning off 30-60% of the lights in a building with 
a 1.0 watt per square foot lighting power density. 
If your facility experiences significant demand 
charges or a demand response program is 
available, ARCs can provide revenue beyond just 
energy savings. 

NREL also demonstrated on two small office buildings which realized much lower energy savings of 
5-7%. We did not include them in Table 1 because these demonstrations had significant hiccups that 
were unrelated to the ARC technology. The low savings for one of the offices was because the existing 
thermostat location, prior to the ARC retrofit, was improperly located immediately next to an exit door. 
It inferred that the space temperature was much warmer than it truly was and therefore operated in 
second stage cooling for most of the day, severely mitigating the fan energy savings. The RTU serving the 
second office building was at its end-of-life and should have been replaced instead of receiving an ARC 
retrofit. Maintenance issues plagued this RTU throughout the monitoring period. 

Compared to all the other field demonstrations summarized here, the CEE study defined the baseline 
operation according to each RTU’s ‘as-found’ condition. Not uncommon in Minnesota’s extremely cold 
climate, the ‘as-found’ condition included outdoor air dampers fixed closed. Conversely, the other 
field demonstrations brought their units up to code compliance by ensuring the outdoor air damper 
actuates correctly to ensure proper ventilation according to ASHRAE standard 62.1. During the 13-month 
demonstration period, the RTUs would alternate weekly between baseline and ARC operation.

Despite the more difficult baseline, the ARC solution demonstrated a 29% annual electrical energy 
savings, translating to a normalized savings of 163 kWh/ton per 1,000 hours. Yet a negative 10% gas 
savings was realized since the ARC technology brought in the proper amount of ventilation according to 
the building code. The electrical energy savings offset the increased gas usage and overall, significantly 
reduced the HVAC utility costs.

To include additional data points in their demonstration, the CEE included another building as a part of 
their study. Here the ARC was installed on four 5-ton and two 7.5-ton RTUs serving an office building. 
Even though these were smaller units, the energy savings were still significant, ranging from 38% to 
46% for each RTU. One of the main conclusions was that the pilot “verified that saving on the order of 30% 
electric energy is achievable by retrofitting existing 5-15 ton RTUs in Minnesota’s heating dominated climate”. 
We did not include the kWh savings from this second CEE site in Table 1 since the report did not quantify 
the energy savings beyond percentage reductions.

“IF YOUR FACILITY 
EXPERIENCES 
SIGNIFICANT DEMAND 
CHARGES OR A DEMAND 
RESPONSE PROGRAMS 
IS AVAILABLE, ARCs CAN 
PROVIDE REVENUE 
BEYOND JUST ENERGY 
SAVINGS.”

national renewaBle energy laBoratory (nrel)
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Figure 3. Compared to Baseline Operation (Non-ESM), the ARC Operation (ESM) Reduced the Space 
Relative Humidity by 5% on Average (NREL 2014)

While ARC energy savings will be lower in hot, humid climates, these two offices well under performed 
expectations. Yet they provide valuable lessons. When evaluating an ARC retrofit, you should determine 
if the RTU is at the end of its life and should be replaced with a new, higher efficiency unit. The second 
lesson, move the thermostat to a proper location during an ARC retrofit if necessary. The thermostat 
should reflect the average space condition and not be overly influenced by local effects such as 
infiltration from a nearby opening in the building envelope. 

The NREL demonstration covered how the ARC solution met the robust cellular security requirements 
enforced by the Pearl Harbor military base. By putting the cellular connection on a Virtual Private 
Network (VPN) along with other cyber security best practices, Pearl Harbor’s IT department evaluated, 
tested, and approved the internet connectivity to each ARC installation. Leveraging the latest IT security 
practices, connected ARC solutions have been shown to ensure proper encryption between the RTU and 
their cloud infrastructure.

The final demonstration result worth noting was that the ARC technology was able to maintain a 
lower space humidity across all three sites. Figure 3 below compares the retail facility’s space relative 
humidity to the outside air’s humidity ratio – essentially the dew-point. During the days with ARC 
operation (labeled ‘ESM’ for energy savings mode in the figure below), the space relative humidity 
was 5% lower when averaged across the monitoring period compared to the baseline operation (‘non 
ESM’ mode). While this facility did not enable DCV per NAVFAC requirements, the slower fan speeds 
during compressor operation improve the dehumidification capability of ARCs over constant speed fan 
operation (Humidity Control White Paper6). 

Figure 2. NREL Demonstrated RTU Demand Response in Hawaii

6  http://info.transformativewave.com/l/138811/2016-07-06/h558y/138811/19498/WHITEPAPER_Improve_Occupant_Comfort_by_Transformative_Wave.pdf 

http://info.transformativewave.com/l/138811/2016-07-06/h558y/138811/19498/WHITEPAPER_Improve_Occupant_Comfort_by_Transformative_Wave.pdf
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Platte river Power authority (PrPa) and fort collins utility

PRPA and Fort Collins utility co-funded a demonstration in 2013 for three RTUs on three different 
buildings: an office, a fitness center, and a small-box retail. The energy savings were significant, ranging 
from 55-88% with a normalized savings from 158 to 246 kWh/ton per 1,000 hours. The reason for the 
larger savings was that the fan motor sizes were what would be expected (unlike the BPA and BC Hydro 
projects) and Colorado’s cool, dry climate (ASHRAE 5B) increases the advanced economization energy 
savings from the ARC solution. 

california energy commission (cec)
As part of the State Partnership for Energy Efficient Demonstrations (SPEED), the CEC funded two ARC 
demonstrations (CEC 2013). The 10-ton RTU serving a recreational facility realized 51% savings. An 
8-ton RTU conditioning a recreational facility achieved a lower 29% savings. Over half way through the 
demonstration, the lower energy savings on the 8-ton unit was determined to be due the outdoor air 
sensor improperly located in a spot that received sunlight. This issue emphasized that to realize optimal 
economizer savings, the outdoor air sensor must be positioned in a location that will not be affected by 
the sun nor influenced by other local factors such as an exhaust fan. Once the outdoor air sensor was 
moved to a proper location, the savings throughout the rest of the demonstration aligned with the 10-
ton unit.

southern california edison (sce)
In 2013, the Emerging Products group of SCE conducted an ARC field demonstration on three RTU heat 
pumps serving an indoor mall in Los Angeles, California (SCE 2013). While they assessed the DCV and 
economizer’s benefits to reducing compressor-based cooling, they only quantified the annual energy 
savings from the ARC’s multi-speed supply fan feature. The ARC retrofit reduced the supply fan energy 
by 66% for this indoor mall in the Los Angeles climate. While the study looked into evaluating the peak 
demand reduction by locking out the second stage compressor, they did not test this capability. Yet they 
found that by preventing second stage cooling when the building experiences its largest demand, the 
RTUs would reduce their power demand by over 40%. This is slightly larger than what was measured 
during the NREL demonstration (Figure 2) which was a more sophisticated RTU coordinated control for a 
DR event.

British columBia (Bc) hydro

In 2013, BC Hydro sponsored a field demonstration on three ARC retrofits for an indoor mall near 
Vancouver in Canada. For each season, the RTUs alternated between baseline and ARC operation for 
three to four weeks at a time to capture the weather impacts. Across the three units, the ARC reduced 
the HVAC energy usage by 42%, translating to 110 kWh/ton per 1,000 hours of operation. The reason 
for the lower energy savings metric than other demonstrations was the supply fan motors were smaller 
than typical, just like the BPA demonstration. 
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PENDING FIELD DEMONSTRATIONS
Table 2 summarizes the results from five third-party field demonstrations in which the final report has 
not yet been published. They cover 26 buildings across 4 ASHRAE climate regions. Climate zone 6A, 
cold-humid, is the dominant climate region from the Pending #1 and Pending #2 demonstrations. While 
these studies include the same types of buildings as the completed demonstrations above, they have 
a greater emphasis on malls (indoor, outlet, strip), medium-box retail (dry-goods) and several different 
types of manufacturing. 

The energy savings range is similar to the completed demonstrations in Table 1. Excluding two % 
savings outliers (outside two standard deviations), the energy savings range in Table 2 is from 29-66% 
with a 47% median. Excluding the same two outliers, the normalized energy savings spanned from 96-
223 kWh/ton per 1,000 hours with a 142 average. 

The upper outlier, the indoor mall in Toronto reaching 75% energy savings was due to the RTU using 
less compressor energy than would be expected, making the ARC energy savings a larger percentage 
of these three RTU’s overall energy usage. Their normalized energy savings of 219 kWh/ton per 1,000 
hours, while significant, is still within the range of expectations based on the building type and climate 
from the PNNL modeling study (PNNL 2011). 

The lower outlier, the Bainbridge, NY manufacturing (machining) site experienced a low 21% energy 
savings relative to the other locations because these were heat pumps serving a facility that required 
significant heating and cooling. When looking at the larger heating and cooling demand relative to the 
ambient conditions, this particular building has higher than average infiltration rates. As a result, the 
ARC savings, which are still within model expectations of 125 kWh/ton per 1,000 hours, represented a 
smaller percentage of savings due to the significant compressor-based cooling and heating for these 
heat pumps. This case study points out how the M&V data for ARCs can provide insight not just in their 
own performance but other potential efficiency improvements such as the need to mitigate air leakage 
through spray foam sealing or improved loading dock door operation. The following sub-sections 
summarize each third-party field demonstration.

Table 2. Pending Field Demonstration Energy Savings (Sorted by Climate)
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Pending #4
This third-party evaluator teamed up with a medium-box retailer who has five locations in their territory. 
Compared to the other demonstrations, this evaluation focuses on multiple, similar buildings with 
regard to size, function, and operation. They are alternating operation daily between baseline and ARC 
modes for the entire monitoring period. The annual energy savings presented in Table 2 are based on 
monitoring from the spring and summer of 2016. They still need to collect data for the fall and winter. 
To-date, the HVAC energy savings range from 29-43% with a 33% median. The normalized savings range 
from 96-194 kWh/ton per 1,000 hours with a 140 average.

Pending #2
From 2014 to 2015, this third-party evaluator conducted ARC field demonstrations across 5 buildings 
totaling 30 RTUs including three different types of manufacturing, a library and a recreational facility. All 
the facilities were located within ASHRAE climate zone 6A, cold-humid. They alternated between baseline 
and ARC operation daily for two weeks of each season. The HVAC savings ranged from 21-55% with a 
50% median. This translated to a normalized savings from 105-143 kWh/ton per 1,000 hours with a 119 
average. 

Pending #1
This utility evaluator recently completed their field monitoring and are looking to publish a report by 
the winter of 2016. It is the second largest study after the PNNL field demonstration (PNNL 2013). They 
evaluated 42 RTUs across 12 buildings including retail, indoor malls, strip malls, grocery and office. Like 
the completed CEE study and the Pending #2 study, they focused on ASHRAE’s cold-humid climate, 
region 6A, that applies to the northern parts of the US spanning from Albany, NY to Boise, ID. They 
alternated between baseline and ARC operation daily from the Fall of 2015 through the summer of 2016. 
The energy savings ranged from 31-75% with a 48% median. The normalized savings ranged from 100-
219 kWh/ton per 1,000 hours with a 148 average. 

Pending #3
This third-party evaluator is still currently rolling out more demonstration sites at the time of this paper. 
Their project will monitor sites through 2017 with a report sometime in late 2017 or early 2018. We 
obtained interim results from three of their locations. These buildings add more data points to ASHRAE 
climate zone 5A, cool-humid which only had one site, the healthcare clinic in Cleveland, OH from the 
PNNL study (PNNL 2013). These savings are based on over a year of monitoring, alternating between 
baseline and ARC operation daily for the entire monitoring period, not just two weeks of every season. 
For these three sites, so far the energy savings ranged from 46-48% with a 47% median. The normalized 
savings ranged from 117-194 kWh/ton per 1,000 hours with a 150 average. 

Pending #5
This evaluator, a municipality, conducted one ARC demonstration on a 25-ton RTU serving a community 
center. While this is just one data point, we wanted to include it because it is the only third-party 
demonstration conducted in ASHRAE climate zone 2A, hot-humid. The energy savings were significant at 
50% which correlates to 223 kWh/ton per 1,000 hours. The report is expected to be kept internal and not 
published publicly.
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MEASUREMENT AND VERIFICATION (M&V) BEST 
PRACTICES
Over the course of these 14 third-party field demonstrations, we have seen some best practices arise 
regarding the M&V procedure. The field demonstrations completed in 2013 or after, including the 
PNNL, NREL, BPA, Pending #1 and Pending #3 studies strictly adhered to the robust M&V procedure 
defined in ASHRAE Guideline 14, Measurement of Energy and Demand Savings (ASHRAE 2002). 

They all conducted retrofit isolation by monitoring the power of each RTU separately, rather than 
the whole building power meter. For processing the data, they used the steady-state, five-parameter 
heating/cooling regression approach to normalize the energy savings against weather variables, namely 
outdoor air dry-bulb. This approach is outlined in detail in Appendix D4 of this guideline (ASHRAE 2002). 

For most US and Canadian climates, the approach should only need to normalize against the outdoor 
air dry-bulb temperature to achieve low uncertainty in the fitted model. Yet for extremely humid 
climates like that of the NREL demonstrations in Hawaii, the engineers found they could significantly 
improve the fit of the regression by including outdoor air dew-point as well as enumerated daily 
variables to capture the weekly rhythms of a building. Both the PNNL (PNNL 2013) and NREL (NREL 
2014) studies provide the most detail on how the regressions were conducted and how to quantify the 
uncertainty in the final annual energy savings. When looking to conduct your own M&V method, we 
recommend you reference these two studies to ensure the procedure is done correctly and abides by 
ASHRAE Guideline 14.

SUSTAINING SAVINGS WITH AUTOMATED FDD 
Web-based connectivity for remote oversight and control with automated FDD is critical for an ARC 
retrofit to realize long-term savings from improved RTU performance and operational savings through 
thermostat set-point persistence. All of the 14 third-party demonstrations used these features to 
ensure proper operation and compare the savings between the baseline and ARC modes.

To further prevent HVAC service technicians from 
bypassing their advanced control features, at 
least one ARC solution incorporates an easy-to-
use service switches at each RTU that enables the 
technician to perform their typical duties faster 
than if the ARC was not installed. By aligning 
with technician best practices coupled with web 
connectivity, ARC solutions can ensure their long-
term success. Even when the RTU is eventually 
replaced, some ARC solutions can easily be 
removed and re-installed on the new unit to 
continue the advanced control, automated FDD 
and connectivity for control and oversight. In other 
words, ARCs can become a longer-term solution 
than just the remaining life of your RTU.

“EVEN WHEN THE 
RTU IS EVENTUALLY 
REPLACED, SOME ARC 
SOLUTIONS CAN EASILY 
BE REMOVED AND RE-
INSTALLED ON THE NEW 
UNIT TO CONTINUE THE 
ADVANCED CONTROL, 
AUTOMATED FDD 
AND CONNECTIVITY 
FOR CONTROL AND 
OVERSIGHT.” 
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Transform HVAC Assets 
into Smart Machines
It’s time to get Advance Rooftop-unit Control (ARC) 
technology in your rebate programs. Start with the CATALYST, 
a nation-wide leading HVAC retrofit technology.

Based on the demonstrated energy 
savings and generally favorable payback, 
we believe the CATALYST is now a 
viable option for utilities to consider for 
inclusion in incentive programs.

- Spencer Sator, Product Manager
E Source Technology Assessment Service

1012 Central Avenue South  
Kent, Washington 98032
(855) 867-2333 • www.transformativewave.com

National Account Portfolio 
eager and ready to participate 
in rebate programs

Validated to reduce overall energy 
usage by an average of 57%

– U.S. Department of Energy

– E-Source

Named #1  
Game-Changing Technology

” 

“

ARC programs span across the 
Country - West Coast, the Rockies, 
the Midwest and Northeast

*Mass Save includes National Grid, Cape Light, Eversource, 
Unitil
**Washington Utilities include: Clark Public Utilities, BPA, 
Seattle City Light, SnoPUD, Tacoma Power, Peninsula 
Light, Puget Sound Energy, Cowlitz County PUD

Available Rebates

CA PG&E  $155/ton
CA SCE $260/ton
CA Silicon Valley Power  $160/ton
CO PRPA/Fort Collins $2,000 per RTU
IL ComEd $300/ton + $250/hp
IN Duke Energy  up to $288/ton
KY Duke Energy up to $288/ton
MA Mass Save* $0.13/kWh
MI Kansas City Power & Light $150/ton
NC Duke Energy up to $288/ton
NE Omaha Public Power Dst. $184/ton
NY ConEd $0.16/kWh
NY NYSERDA $2,400 per RTU
OH Duke Energy up to $288/ton
SC Duke Energy up to $288/ton
WA Washington Utilities** $225/ton
WA PSE Gas $50/ton

Figure 4. Summary of Prescriptive Utility Incentives for ARCs Across the Country

PRESCRIPTIVE UTILITY INCENTIVES
Based on significant energy savings from these third-party demonstrations, many utilities around the 
country provide prescriptive rebates for ARC solutions. These incentives can range from 30% up to 70% 
of the installed cost. Figure 4 provides a summary of some of these rebates. 

CONCLUSION
The nine completed and five pending third-party field demonstrations along with PNNL’s nationwide 
modeling study (PNNL 2011) prove that ARC solutions can provide significant HVAC electrical energy 
savings for many different types of buildings including retail, mall, grocery, office, manufacturing, and 
healthcare. The field demonstrations, with the vast majority utilizing the CATALYST technology, resulted 
in a significant 47% median HVAC energy savings which correlates to a normalized electrical energy 
savings of 140 kWh/ton per 1,000 hours. 

To quickly estimate what an ARC solution can save for your facility, simply find a demonstration in Table 
1 or Table 2 above that closely matches your building type and climate and multiply the normalized 
savings by your RTU’s tonnage and building operating hours. See the section “Normalizing the Energy 
Savings” above for how to do this.

With quickly growing prescriptive utility incentives around the country covering 30-70% of the installed 
cost, ARCs typically realize a simple payback between 1 to 4 years. The PNNL study (PNNL 2013) 
evaluated the payback range based on typical ARC installed costs and various utility rates. The building 
operating hours for this analysis ranged from 4,004 to 8,736 hours annually (11 to 24 hours a day). 
Shown in Figure 5, for units 10-tons and under, the simple payback is under 4-years for utility rates at 
or above $0.09/kWh with 25-50% utility incentives. For units 15-tons and over, the simple payback is 
always under 3 years regardless of utility rate or incentive level. This analysis underlines what all the 
field demonstrations showed - the ARC payback will improve the larger the RTU size and the longer the 
building’s operating hours. Yet even at rates as low as $0.05/kWh, ARCs can payback in under 5 years 
when utility incentives approach 50% of the installed cost or more. 
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Figure 5. Average Payback for Units with Capacities 
Less Than 10 Tons for Varying Runtimes and Utility 

Rates (Katipamula 2014)

Figure 6. Average Payback for Units with Capacities 
Greater Than 15 Tons for Varying Runtimes and 

Utility Rates (Katipamula 2014)

These consistent energy savings across the 47 buildings demonstrated with ARC retrofits emphasize that 
they are a commercially hardened technology. Moreover, their aggressive return on investment shows 
that they are a cost-effective technology for most commercial buildings conditioned by RTUs, regardless 
of the climate. E-Source recently published a similar summary of ARC field demonstrations, “RTU Retrofit 
Controls Should Be a No-Brainer for Your Commercial HVAC Programs”, concluding that they are mature 
and ready for greater utility rebate program adoption7. 

7  https://www.esource.com/Blog/ESource/9-1-16-RTU-Retrofits  
8  http://info.transformativewave.com/EBook_Automated_Fault_Detection_and_Diagnostics_by_TW 
9  http://info.transformativewave.com/l/138811/2016-07-06/h558y/138811/19498/WHITEPAPER_Improve_Occupant_Comfort_by_Transformative_Wave.pdf 

Figure 7. Field Tests Demonstrate Significant Savings (E Source 2016) 

Beyond energy savings, the field demonstrations highlight how some ARCs can enhance day-to-day 
operation through comprehensive automated FDD8 and improved relative humidity control9. The next 
frontier for ARCs is tackling peak demand shaving and demand response through RTU coordination as 
demonstrated by the NREL study which showed reduced peak HVAC power by 17-27% (NREL 2014) and 
more recent strategies between 30-40% (Kim 2015). With paybacks often under 3 years, automated FDD 
for enhanced oversight and control, improved humidity control and peak demand management, ARCs 
can dramatically improve your day-to-day realities and your company’s bottom line.
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ABOUT TRANSFORMATIVE WAVE
Transformative Wave is a leading energy efficiency innovator in HVAC retrofit and building automation 
solutions, developing and bringing to market a growing line of game-changing technologies that are 
transforming the commercial building energy landscape. 

With the most advanced ARC product on the market today, Transformative Wave's CATALYST is 
validated by the DOE to save an average of 57% (PNNL 2013) in energy savings. It is a complete HVAC 
energy efficiency upgrade and retrofit kit that converts RTUs into smart machines. More than just a 
variable frequency drive, the CATALYST delivers advanced and predictive economization, demand 
control ventilation, and fault detection and diagnostics capabilities, while also enabling RTUs to become 
Smart Grid and Demand Response enabled assets.

The CATALYST provides live interaction via the eIQ Platform, a completely wireless solution that allows 
real-time monitoring and building automation control over the Internet using computers, laptops or 
smart phones, along with advanced fault detection diagnostics and troubleshooting capabilities, remote 
notifications and performance reporting. 

For more information on our revolutionary products, including the CATALYST and eIQ Platform, visit 
www.transformativewave.com.
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